
Focusing our creative powers,
Guided by our convictions,

Taking our Program to the next level



Workshop Purpose

Our purpose is to put the necessary agreements in place to run the 
program as a management team that makes timely and accurate 
decisions, has freedom to act, is united in purpose and provides 
direction based on shared expectations and standards…

In a way that focuses each of us on wanting to display our most 
productive behaviors while eliminating infighting, counter-
productive communication patterns and passive aggressive 
behaviors arising from misaligned agendas and positioning…

So that through our management team the F135 will excel in 
delivering on all the challenges faced.



Take-aways

1.  Shift people from a group to a team through role clarity and goal 
alignment
2.  Level the playing field of perspectives
3.  Unify the Program Management team with consistent performance 
expectations
4.  New paradigm to guide daily decisions
5.  Agreement on what is being created in the program
6.  Resolution to a group irritant
7.  Choosing new norms
8.  Ability to create new solutions to increasingly tough problems 
through broadening world views
9. Choosing to set each other free from perceptions



Agenda Design

System:
Decode the paradigm & 
choose the new one

Purposeful:
Not about “what”, about 
“how”

Operational:
•Shift from “compete” to 
“collaborate”
•Slide through 
“storming” to “norming”

End State:
•New beginning
•“I have been heard”
•Operating agreements



Agenda
• Lay the foundation

– Speed meeting
– Lessons learned
– Debrief
– Group development
– Interpersonal skills

• Vision of an effective team

• Decoding our behaviors

• Finding the new paradigm

• Crafting new norms for teaming

• 1st things 1st

• Making the shift
– Ladder of inference
– Allowing each other to change



The great successes of this program are a tribute to the 
dedication, professionalism, experience, and values of this group.

New behaviors will flow from new thinking/paradigms

Everyone here is of goodwill and frustrated with the current 
situation.

Everyone is experiencing the same situation, just from their own 
frame.

As a group, we are shifting through Transforming and back to 
Forming as the program shifts.

Everyone agrees that the current process is not efficient or 
effective or particularly enjoyable.

How we view the product influences our approach (just an 
enhanced 119)
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Speed Meet & Greet
• 15 sec. each introduction
• 30 sec. total cycle time
• Outside group, one-step right
• Reposition, divide, re-circle
• Reposition, divide, re-circle
• Reposition and meet



Speed Meeting

• Prepare introduction
– Name
– Job
– Place of birth
– Time at JPO/PW
– Time in industry
– “Most proud of…”  (project of which I am most proud)



Conversational Pedagogy (teaching style)

Why might one consider 
conversation to be the oldest 
and easiest way to cultivate the 
conditions for change?



Lessons Learned
Lessons Learned Questions
1. Describe the purpose that motivated and focused people.

2. Describe the philosophy that guided you to the success 
you are experiencing.

3. What physically was put in place that enabled your 
success; such as IT systems, work areas, specialized 
equipment?

4. Describe how you managed the workflow to predictably 
deliver the performance required.  Cost, quality and 
schedule?  What is the definition of quality you used?

5. How did the staffing and talent enable the work?  What 
was the headcount to workflow ratio?

6.  What were the trends of results delivered?  Was there a 
history of improvement?  How would you describe the 
improvement feedback loop?



Premises about Today’s work (circa 1998):
This is a “supply-chain” problem for Thackrah, Inc..

– Thackrah, Inc.  believes they are overpaying 30-40% for engineering services 
received.

– Thackrah, Inc. believes they are receiving a B.O.M. and configuration which 
does not deliver the performance requirements specified.

– Thackrah, Inc. believes that their supplier’s internal work processes are broken.
– Thackrah, Inc. believes that their supplier only shares “good news” stories and  

biases data to create a positive spin, ultimately increasing risk .

This is a “customer” problem for suppliers (mod-centers) to Thackrah, Inc..
– The customer (Thackrah, Inc.) only funds for “success oriented” schedules.
– The customer holds wrong assumptions about supplier’s capabilities.
– The customer changes project scope without renegotiating terms & conditions.
– The customer has “brow-beaten” the suppliers into compliance behavior which 

increases risk to the customer.
– The customer changes the master schedule unilaterally and is indifferent to 

supplier implications.



Formation of a Group

Groups are unique
and have a common experience

Groups are a collection of
personalities with a dominant
tone.

Groups have a location and
a lookGroups that satisfy the

Individual purposes continue
to exist

Groups are a collection of
individual purposes

“ Groups form at the intersection of 
individual purposes.”  -alden davis

The gathering of individuals
serves a purpose



2. Name a group of which you are a part, describe the common 
experience and pick one word describing its personality.  Complete 
this matrix.

3. What personal purpose is being served by being in this offsite?  
What was your mood coming into the room?

Conversations

Group                 Common              Personality
Experience



Stages of Group Development

Forming

Storming

Norming

Performing

Transforming



Exercise
– Use the handout and discuss

Abilene Paradox



Effective Interactions



This is About Me!

• Effective Interactions is not about doing 
something  “to” or “for” them.

• It is about my journey of becoming 
more effective as a person and 
becoming a steward of those around 
me.



Data exchange: verbal facts & figures, instructions.
I take-in information which I perceive as relevant.  I probe and 

clarify that which is of interest to me. Inside my head I am busy 
formulating my response

I acknowledge your presence or existence through a greeting, head-nod, grunt,
eye contact or hand-shake.  I am discounting what you say, planning my weekend 

or generally, could care less about what you have to say or your opinion.

Small-talk: Acknowledge a subject
and chat about it.  Since I am mildly
interested in you or the subject I stay

engaged in hearing what you say.

Problem solving: 
Expressing opinions, 

thoughts, paraphrasing
and summarizing. Using 7

Problem-solving tools.

Empathetic: , 
Reflecting of thoughts, identifying, validating
and acknowledging their feelings and
emotions behind the situation.
“It sounds to me like you feel…______________”

Level I
Dismissive
100% Me

Level II
Selective

Level III
Casual
Interpersonal
50%-50%

Level IV
Active

Level V
100%  Them 
Receiving all 
signals

I am ignoring you… no listening going on here.

De-valued
Why care

Norming

Valued
Cared for
Bond

Respected

T
he speaker has been understood

connecting

Baseline
Default

Response Mode

Conscious

Personal

Trust & commitment



Dealing with Differences
Aka Conflict Resolution

“Increased control through self awareness”



Purpose:
To equip ourselves with conflict resolution skills
In a way that creates a desire to shift from reactive to controlled behaviors
So that personal effectiveness in resolving problems increases.

At the end of this session:
If given a problematic situation, resolution flow-maps and an awareness of 

personal attachments
Design an intervention 
So that the problem is resolved and people have increased spirit and will.

Agenda:
– The art of winning
– The art of resolving
– The work of applying





Resolving Conflict

Resolution
• Act or process of  answering, solving, 

disentangling, unraveling, explaining or reducing 
to simpler form.

Conflict
• A strife for mastery ü Hostile encounter
• A fight ü Battle
• Prolonged struggle ü Clash
• Divergence of opinions
• Mental or moral struggle



Attachments

TKI PCM







Rules for Conflict Resolution

1.  Amass more power, or the perception of power, than your 
adversary and ensure that they know it.

2.  “Might is right!” Thrasymachus 400B.C.
Vogelweid 1230 A.D.
Lincoln 1861 A.D.

- Physical might or emotional might



Situation
fraught with
value mis-
alignment
potential.

Reactivity
engages;
all battle
stations
on alert.

Emotional-
based
survey of
how ugly
this could
get;  sizing-
up the
situation.

Satisfaction
of
engagement
exceeds the
fear of 
potential
negative
consequences.

Belief that
victory is
possible!

Surge of
adrenaline
kicks-in and
ignites rocket!

Process:  Winning a Situation

• This is only about you and what makes you happy or satisfied.
• Anxiety, long-suffering, anything negative to you are bad

things which you do not need to experience.
• Protect yourself at all costs.  Never be exposed.  

Always have cover.
• Stand-up for yourself. You are what is important.  Push

yourself forward into battle.

A.D.’s Beliefs on Conflict



Conflict Potential?

Your values

My values

My values

Your values



Importance of 
Self

Potential for Conflict

The Danger Line



PROBLEM RESOLUTION

Winning
at your
expense

Resolving;
winning

collectively

Tyrant

Deliver
Threats

Invoking
fear;
intimidating

Covert
Tell

Building a Trackrecord

    -4s            -3s                 -2s                    -1s                     +1s                     +2s               +3s            +4s

Share;
“let me
understand”

Manipulate Compromise

Fact-based
tools

Reconciliation

Transcendence





Process:  Resolving a Situation

• To shift from conflict, I must move beyond “self.”

• Options for solutions increase with self-control.

• Problem resolution does not just “happen;”  it requires
purposefulness.

• Problem resolution takes place before the situation ever occurs.

• The only thing I can actually change is myself.

• Problem resolution does not equal winning.

• War within myself is where conflict begins.

Situation 
fraught with
value mis-
alignment
potential

Invoke 
personal
D.O.S.

Inspect
situation /
players for
possibility of
shifting from
2-force to
3-force 
model.
Face-up to
personal
capabilities
and 
limitations.

Possibility
thinking 
within my
belief
bounds.

Determining
that enough
is known to
proceed.

Intervention
design based
on situation 
and 
assessment.

Preparation
activities.

Determining
readiness
to proceed.

Execute
intervention
design.

Compare
result with
possibility
thinking.

A.D.’s Beliefs on Resolution

Cut in Time
(dvd)
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Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument
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AD’s Beliefs 

• Uniqueness is non-negotiable in an increasingly 
competitive environment.

• Visioning is our unique ability to craft our future.

• Without vision, spark and drive dies.

• Synergies increase as we align personal visions.

• The sum of our daily decisions is our vision.



What does this statement mean?

“The Future creates the Present 
against the backdrop of the 
Past.”



Description of an Effective Team

1. Respect and trust
2. Empowered decisions
3. Realistic expectations & plans
4. Motivated by same goals
5. Measured by same goals, following same game plan
6. Performance based insight vs. oversight
7. Protect each other’s back
8. Sense of mutuality
9. Clear processes for dealing with tough issues (resolving technical issues, 

escalating problems)
10. Jointly defined “success”
11. Open discussion on problems  “lets come to an answer together”
12. “Sitting together”
13. Respecting differing needs
14. Open info sharing
15. Understand each other’s needs 
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Our Vision

Visualization Exercise:

Picture this group solving problems in a systematic, disciplined and 
efficient way.  In great detail, describe

• Personality/mood of the group
• The room in which they are working
• The way they work
• The types of people in the group
• Their metrics of success



Decoding our Paradigms
• P/S/S
• Arrange by natural work groups

Behaviors Behaviors JPO 
Paradigm

PW 
Paradigm Conflict



Affordability Analysis
Shifting 

assumptions from 
50/50 to 100/0

Rolls discovers error 
in flight, PW 

analyzed data 
before JPO knows

Hollow lift fan blade. 
Rob’s boss got 
negative report 

before Rob knew

War on Cost.

Contract defines 
need date not LM

Rotor 1
Stress, data

Capacitance Props.
Misalignment of aft 

shaft

Real time thrust. 
Propulsion system 

health. Seal 1
FOD, shop floor 

damage, torques, 
DOD









Individual
Practice

Best
Practice

Upgraded
Best
Practice

New
Norm

Learning Organizations Achieve Continuously Improving Results
with Greater Ease Over Time



A Worldview Conversation

Worldview

Of Self

Of Others

Enthusiastic about possibilities…   “Next time…”

Self-limiting…   “If only…”

Learning from all…”Tell me more…”

Selective learning…”Suppose to be…”
“Used to be…”



Chris Argyris’ Ladder of Inference

1923 – Present
Cambridge, MA

Harvard

Dodge Commercial






